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Introduction

A tiny fruit fl y, hardly bigger than a speck of dust, drift s along the edge of a pond 
in the morning sunlight, keeping a constant course and height through the 
unpredictable buff eting of the morning breeze. Despite its minuscule size, its 

silhouette against the empty sky has betrayed the fl y’s passage to an alert predator. 
A dragonfl y perched on the pond side rises in a buzz of wings, aims to intersect the 
fruit fl y’s path, and plucks it from the air in a graceful upward swoop. Returning 
to its perch to enjoy its catch, the dragonfl y is spotted by a hovering kestrel far 
above; with a blur of motion, the kestrel snatches up the dragonfl y and carries it 
to her home not far away. As the mother kestrel settles onto the edge of her nest, 
two tiny babies greet her arrival by stretching their necks upward. Tempted by her 
nestlings’ colorful, bobbing mouths, she tears up their breakfast and shoves a piece 
into each one.

Each of these creatures was guided by its eyes as it carried out its accustomed be-
haviors—the fruit fl y heading steadily toward its chosen destination; the dragonfl y 
as it sighted the fl y, computed its course, and snatched it from the sky; the kestrel as 
it picked out the dragonfl y against the tangle of pondside vegetation and unerringly 
plucked it from its perch; the nestlings as they spotted their mother’s familiar shape 
descending from the sky; and the kestrel again as it responded to their irresistible 
opened mouths. Each animal’s eyes allowed it to execute the behavior necessary 
for its survival (although, admittedly, not all survived this quiet morning). How do 
these various visual systems function? How is it that the fruit fl y was so beautifully 
adapted for visual control of fl ight in air that buff eted its minuscule body? What 
allowed the dragonfl y to see such a tiny spot in the sky, to recognize it as nearby 
prey and not a bird passing far above, and to derive the geometry required to in-
tercept it? How could the kestrel see a blue, toothpick- sized form against masses of 
green vegetation from so far above? Why were its babies’ mouths so attractive? For 
that matter, how was it that the fruit fl y never spotted the approaching dragonfl y, 
and what allowed the dragonfl y to see the speck of a passing fl y while missing the 
predatory stoop of the kestrel? Th ese are the kinds of questions that are addressed 
in the fi eld of visual ecology.
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2 Chapter 1

Visual Ecology Defi ned
Visual ecology can be broadly defi ned as the study of how visual systems function to 
meet the ecological needs of animals, how they have evolved for proper function, and 
how they are specialized for and involved in particular visual tasks. Researchers who 
work at various levels of inquiry, from genes to behavior, call themselves visual ecol-
ogists, but all are primarily concerned with how animals use vision for natural tasks 
and behaviors. Although the outcomes of visual ecological research may well have 
implications for health or may be applicable for use in engineering or technology, the 
research itself centers on the animal of interest and on how it employs its visual system 
to meet its own ecological needs. A researcher who studies the retinas of squirrel mon-
keys to learn more about human visual physiology is not a visual ecologist; one who 
does nearly identical research to learn how the monkeys discriminate ripe from unripe 
fruit is. Th us, the kinds of questions that spark visual ecological research are some of 
the oldest in biology, some predating even the earliest science: How can predators sight 
prey at times when humans are essentially blind? Does my dog (or horse, or cat) see 
color? Do seals see equally well both underwater and on the shore? And many others 
that readers have probably asked themselves about vision in other animals.

A particularly beautiful (literally so) illustration of how an artist’s sensitive eye reg-
isters principles of visual ecology is seen in the Japanese cloisonné vase in fi gure .. 

Figure 1.1 Cloisonné vase with sunfi sh, 
made using gold wire and enamels. 
The artist is Yoshitaro Hayakawa, Ando 
 Cloisonne Company, Japan, 1910. 
( Stephen W. Fisher collection. Photo-
graphed by J. Dean, johndeanphoto.com, 
used with permission)
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Introduction 3

Th e artist, Yoshitaro Hayakawa, has created a convincing underwater scene, with the 
viewer just a short distance from the sunfi sh that seems to fl oat only millimeters be-
neath the vase’s surface. Th e fi sh’s colors, patterned no doubt for communication with 
its conspecifi cs, are brilliant; they stand out in contrast to the water itself. A second 
fi sh, only slightly further away, has lost some of its brilliancy and clarity but still is well 
defi ned and colorful. Th e third fi sh (at the right margin of the vase) is almost lost in 
the underwater haze, fading into the background. Only the red on the posterior edge 
of its dorsal fi n remains to signal what kind of fi sh it might be. Here we see clearly 
how water absorbs the colors of objects viewed through it, simultaneously hiding 
them in a veil of light scattered into the viewing path. Th is is not all that has captured 
the artist’s attention. Th e water near the surface is brightly lit with white light, but as 
the depth increases, the water’s color changes continuously to a rich blue- green. Th e 
plants and rocks on the bottom are bluish or a muddy green, as the extremes of the 
spectrum have been fi ltered away by the colored waters inhabited by the fi sh. As with 
the distant fi sh, absorption and multiple- path scattering have obscured the colors and 
details of the background objects. Hayakawa was clearly a keen observer of nature; 
one suspects that he would have made an excellent visual ecologist. Many of the prin-
ciples we will be visiting in this book are seen in this one lovely object: properties of 
light in natural environments, color vision in animals and its relationship to signal-
ing, and the ability both to signal and to hide using the same color palette.

To illustrate visual ecological thinking in a slightly more scientifi c framework, con-
sider a biological question that concerns vision (see the illustration in fi gure .). All 
songbirds have excellent color vision—far better than our color sense—based on a 
complicated set of photoreceptors coupled to oil- droplet fi lters. Surprisingly, despite 
their radically diff erent appearances and plumage, all these birds have nearly identical 
color vision. A visual physiologist would be interested in the receptor properties, the 
wiring of the birds’ retinas, how the color information is processed, and other func-
tional issues. At another extreme, a behavioral biologist might study what aspects of 
the color patterns or sexual displays of males make them desirable to females. Visual 
ecologists would certainly be interested in knowing these things as well, but their 
focus would be on how the visual systems of songbirds fi t generally into the birds’ 
needs. Are photoreceptor sets, similar across species, adaptive for high- quality color 
vision in the habitats occupied by songbirds, or are they in some way limited by the 
plumage colors that songbirds have? In other words, is the color vision of songbirds 
an evolutionary product of their light environments, or has it evolved for the require-
ments of signaling? Do birds choose to display their plumage at particular times of 
day, or in particular locations, where lighting makes their color patterns most visible? 
Do male birds arrange their displays to be seen from a particular vantage point? Do 
they choose backgrounds that enhance these colors?

To answer questions such as these, measurements are needed of the environmen-
tal light at times of interest or biological signifi cance, the properties of the color 
receptors themselves, the ways in which the plumage, background, and possibly 
even entire environmental scenes refl ect light. Depending on the scope of the re-
search, the visual ecologist might also consider the optics of the birds’ eyes and 
their specializations to function at particular light levels (in the case of songbirds, 
perhaps in the open vs. under forest canopy), and possibly even to the optics of 
feather refl ectivity and color production. Any single visual ecological study might 
not include all these questions, but these (and many others with regard to songbird 
vision) all lie within the purview of the fi eld. Th e unifying principle is that all these 
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4 Chapter 1

are components of the natural visual tasks in which songbirds are engaged and that 
the research focus is on what the animals actually require from, and can achieve 
with, their visual systems.

Eyes and Their Evolution
Th e ability to sense the presence of light dates back to some of the earliest forms of 
life on Earth, but it took most of the history of life thereaft er to evolve truly func-
tional visual systems capable of imaging scenes and objects and of providing timely 
information about changes in the visual surround. Th e fi rst recognizable eyes ap-
pear in the fossil record in the Cambrian, some half- billion years ago; incredibly, 
these are already well- developed compound eyes, not terribly diff erent from eyes 
functional in some animals today (fi gure .). Equally impressive is the discovery 
of fossils showing that highly complex eyes in an amazing diversity of animals ap-
peared within a few millions or tens of millions of years of evolution. In fact, it has 
been argued that the appearance of the fi rst truly competent eyes acted as a catalyst 
for rapid animal evolution and diversifi cation (see Parker, ; Land and Nilsson, 
). Th e rise of high- quality vision enabled animals to remain well oriented during 
travel at high speed and opened up a new world of long- distance animal interactions 

Figure 1.2 Female cardinal evaluating a male in sunlight, against natural foliage. White dashed lines in-
dicate the natural illumination, the red ones the light refl ected from the cardinal, and the green ones the 
light from the foliage. The female must discriminate the male from the background and evaluate the color 
and quality of his plumage using the color-vision system present in her eye. (Illustration by E. Cronin)
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Introduction 5

via predation, predator evasion, and communication. Unfortunately, until time 
machines become available to researchers, hypotheses about the visual ecology of 
these animals must remain untested, although comparing them with modern spe-
cies having similar body plans and inhabiting analogous environments is fruitful for 
speculation.

In recent years, due to the availability of ever more effi  cient molecular approaches 
and tools for examining animal phylogenies, there has been an explosion of interest in 
the evolution of eyes and photoreceptors. Th is book is not about visual evolution, but 
visual ecologists are intensely interested in how eyes became mated to their ecological 
and behavioral functions, and simultaneously, how they are limited by the constraints 
of their ancestry. But here in the Introduction, it is worth taking a look at how the 
functions and adaptations discussed in this book might have come into being. Nils-
son () has convincingly argued that eyes evolved through a series of four discrete 
stages, each characterized by a particular task related to photoreception, ultimately 
leading to high- quality vision. Advances in the underlying biological technology en-
abled each leap to the next, more competent stage (fi gure .). According to Nilsson, 
once a reasonable way to detect light appeared, living organisms immediately gained 
a way to measure time of day, day length, depth, the passage of a shadow, and other 
highly adaptive abilities. Adding directionality and then low- resolution vision and 
ultimately high- resolution vision placed ever- higher demands on the light- sensing 
machinery, including improved ways to get enough light into the photosensing cells 
to provide a useful signal. Nilsson’s () view of vision advancing through a series 
of steps, each permitting a major step in sensory capability, has much to off er. It has 
the additional utility of providing a view of visual evolution through adaptation for 
specifi c ecological functions.

Figure 1.3 Fossilized compound eyes of two trilobite species, Bojoscutellum edwardsii (Barrande) 
(A,C) and Eophacops trapeziceps (Barrande) (B,D), showing dorsal (A,B) and lateral (C,D) views. 
These eyes were fossilized approximately 450–500 million years ago but show many features of 
modern compound eyes. (Photographs by E. Clarkson)
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6 Chapter 1

Themes in Visual Ecology
In reading this book you will come to recognize recurring themes that appear in 
chapter aft er chapter. One has already been introduced—the signifi cance of evolu-
tion, and evolutionary history, in shaping the ways in which animals use, and are even 
able to use, their visual systems. All of vision is united by reliance on a single class 
of protein molecules (discussed in detail in chapter ). Th ese are the opsins, clearly 
special because no visual system that has advanced beyond the very fi rst of Nilsson’s 
stages uses any other molecular design for light reception. All opsins—in every see-
ing creature, from jellyfi sh to your favorite advanced animal—have descended from 
a common ancestral molecule, possibly some sort of melatonin receptor (fi gure .). 
Today, they fall into specifi c opsin families, either three or four, depending on who 
is making the argument. Most animals have many opsins available in their genomes, 
generally of more than one family, and these are the fi lm in the camera of vision. No 
visual ecologist ignores their properties!

A second theme that recurs in many chapters is that of “matched fi lters,” an idea 
introduced by Rüdiger Wehner () in a much- quoted essay in honor of the vision 
scientist Hansjochem Autrum’s th birthday. A matched fi lter is a sensory construct 
that serves as a reduced model of expected events or qualities in the outside world. 
Wehner’s original essay gave examples from several sensory systems, with vision get-
ting the lion’s share. You will meet many examples of matched fi lters in eyes of animals 
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Figure 1.4 A view of visual evolution as a punctuate process, advancing through a series of 
steps that represent signifi cant leaps in visual capabilities. Visual ecology has considered organ-
isms at each of the four steps, but by far the greatest interest is in those that have reached the 
two fi nal steps, where spatial vision comes into play. (After Nilsson, 2009)
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Introduction 7

in this book. Filters work by excluding information, and in doing so they simplify the 
analytical task required to analyze what is left . Filters also let things through, so a 
more positive view is that they admit just the things an animal needs to know. Rather 
than run through a series of examples now, we just encourage you to make your way 
into the book!

An Overview of the Book
Th e chapters in this book explore at increasing levels of inquiry the topics that are of 
interest in visual ecology today. We begin with the properties of light and the photic 
environment: the basic physics of light, including intensity, spectrum, and polar-
ization; natural sources, distributions, and temporal features of light; how light is 
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Figure 1.5 Evolution of modern opsins. From an ancestor in the center of the circle, the opsins 
known today split into four families in this reconstructed phylogeny: C-opsins (used in vertebrate 
photoreceptors), Cnidops (in jellyfi sh), R-opsins (in major invertebrate groups such as arthropods 
and molluscs), and a hodgepodge group named “group 4 opsins,” which have many functions, 
most (but not all) not used in visual photoreception. OUTGRPS stands for the outgroups used to 
construct the phylogeny. (Figure prepared by M. Porter)
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8 Chapter 1

changed as it is absorbed and scattered by air or natural waters; the eff ects of natural 
structures and surfaces—including the surfaces of living things—on light’s proper-
ties; and ultimately the statistical features of the natural scenes that animals view. 
Light measurements are important to nearly every visual ecological topic because 
the photic features in the environments inhabited by a given animal species, and 
within which it behaves, defi ne the limits of its sensory abilities and shape the pos-
sibilities for particular visual tasks. Light’s fundamental properties limit the perfor-
mance of even perfect photochemical and optical systems, but its variation among 
habitats permits species to specialize and thereby outperform their competitors, 
predators, or prey.

We proceed to consider these photochemical and optical systems in the next three 
chapters, discussing how photoreceptors intercept light and convert it to a usable bio-
logical signal, how the pigments and cells of vision vary among animals, and how the 
properties of these components aff ect a given receptor’s sensitivity to light’s intensity, 
spectrum, and polarization. Eyes consist of photoreceptor arrays that capture and 
transduce light, but the performance of these receptor surfaces is ultimately deter-
mined by the optics of the eyes within which they are found. Th ese chapters provide 
the foundation for the rest of the book, which examines how eyes and photo receptors 
become specialized for an enormous diversity of visual tasks and how various species 
excel in some ecologically appropriate subsets of all these possibilities. Th ese spe-
cializations and tasks are considered at mounting levels of integration throughout 
the rest of the book, moving in the next three chapters through design- based pro-
cesses such as spatial, color, and polarization vision. Th e fi nal fi ve chapters of the 
book tackle higher- level aspects of visual ecological concerns: motion vision, seeing 
in attenuating media, dim- light vision, visual orientation, and ultimately communi-
cating with other animals. As the book proceeds, we revisit the animals introduced in 
the fi rst paragraph of this chapter (and many other fascinating creatures) to examine 
how their vision enables—and limits—their behavior.

Because humans are such visual animals, it is very diffi  cult to escape thinking of 
animal vision in human terms. Th e reader must resist this temptation, as it is nearly 
always thoroughly misleading. Humans evolved from primate ancestors with a very 
specialized set of visual needs, and like all primates humans devote a disproportion-
ate fraction of their central nervous processing capacity to visual analysis. Human 
vision met the needs of our ancestors, but it is only one of a literal infi nity of possible 
solutions of how an animal might see; in fact today, in the days of virtual reality, 
three- dimensional cinema, and heads- up displays in our machines, it is easy to forget 
that what we give ourselves to see is specifi cally designed (by us!) to be processed by 
our visual systems. We see increasingly artifi cial scenery. Th e visual worlds of animals 
are fundamentally diff erent. More important, they are interpreted by alien modes of 
processing that are barely analogous to our intuitive concepts of vision. As the reader 
progresses through this book or just samples its contents, he or she should always 
bear in mind that the sensory world of each species is unique and that it is risky, and 
almost always misleading, to make analogies to human visual experience.

Given all that has just been said, perhaps it is just as well that we have not yet even 
attempted a defi nition of vision! Th ere are many kinds of photoreceptors, and many 
organs that are clearly eyes of some sort, that sense light levels and their changes but 
provide at best a very rudimentary sense of space or visual “scenes.” For the pur-
poses of this book, a visual sense must provide both spatial and temporal informa-
tion at rates fast enough to enable complex behavior beyond such simple activities as 
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Introduction 9

photoperiodism or circadian timing. Th ere is no clear line at which complex behavior 
begins, of course, but we are here mostly concerned with those controlled through 
the input into two (occasionally one) usually anterior visual organs connected to a 
discrete neural center in what is clearly a brain. With this as a tentative defi nition of 
vision, we now proceed to consider the fi eld of visual ecology.
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